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Tucson Electric Power (TEP) Suspected Impostor Sheriff Report
Steven Magee had to call the Sheriff to his home due to a suspected utility company impostor who was
refusing to show his Tucson Electric Power (TEP) customer service identification card. Steven Magee
is an electrical fraud researcher and realized that his health, safety and reputation was at risk in the
presence of a suspected impostor who had shown up to his home unannounced. Steven Magee had
called 911 to be protected from this suspected impostor due to his fears. Steven Magee video recorded
the incident and this is the Sheriff's report in italics with Steven Magee's comments in red and internet
links in blue. You will be surprised at what happened at the home of Steven Magee, Chartered
Electrical Engineer and author of Electrical Forensics:
Initial Case Narrative by S. A. McMillan #7498 on 02/19/16 at 2017 hrs. Total Dictation Time = 18:27
mins.
On 02/19/16 at 1427 hours, I responded to an unwanted person call at *************************
Steven Magee called to report a male in a Tucson Electric Power (TEP) truck, was on his property, and
was refusing to show ID. He identified the truck as Truck #283 bearing Arizona License plate
CF84333. He told the call taker he was outside filming, and the call taker suggested he go inside until
the deputies arrived. He said he wanted to wait on the sidewalk, and would call back if anything
changed.
The Sheriff s Department then received a call from the TEP worker, Woodee Manuel, who was advised
to stay in his vehicle until deputies arrived.
The suspected TEP impostor called to find out what time the Sheriff was arriving, as he was seeming
impatient. He was advised to call 911 by Steven Magee to find out. This is shown on these two video
recordings:
How To Deal With A Possible Utility Company Imposter
Strange Utility Employee Withholding Company Identification From Customer
When I arrived to the house, I saw the truck which Mr. Magee had described was in fact parked in front
of his house, with the truck number and license plate he had provided. The registered owner of that
vehicle was the TEP Company.
I made contact with Mr. Magee first, who identified himself via his Arizona driver's license. He
recorded my entire encounter with him, and with Mr. Manuel, and Mr. Manuel's supervisor, on two
different cell phones. (It was a high definition video camera which switched to a cell phone after the
memory card filled up) He stated he no longer lived at the Desert Lantern address, and had recently
moved. He said there was no electrical draw for power at the Desert Lantern address, and he was
only there today to work on the property for a possible rental or sale.
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The video shows that the Sheriff arrived on scene and immediately launched into an intimidating
interrogation of Steven Magee. Steven Magee was already fearing for his health and safety, hence the
911 call. Steven Magee found that the Sheriff's interrogation of him to be similar to the last time the
Sheriff had attended the home regarding TEP. In that incident Steven Magee had reported a suspected
TEP impostor that had refused to show their customer service identification card and refused to
diagnose and fix the reported fault of stray voltage. When Steven Magee picked up the Sheriff's
report, he found it contained an extensive interrogation of Steven Magee, complete with an inaccurate
documentation of events including fabrications about the interior of his home. The impostor was never
identified or interviewed in the report, indicating that the Sheriff ignored Steven Magee's concerns. As
such, Steven Magee shuts down the Sheriff's interrogation of him by exercising his legal right to
silence, fearing that the Sheriff would engage in similar abnormal and unethical behaviors. At this
point, the Sheriff had largely ignored the fact that there was a reported suspected impostor sitting in a
truck outside of my home that was refusing to produce their customer service identification card. The
video can be seen here:
How To Stop The Police Interrogation Of You
The previous suspected impostor police report can be seen here:
The Fallout From The Unwarranted Search & Incorrect Police Reports
The situation with the home was that I had been spending the bulk of my time at my girlfriend's home
from the end of November. My home was placed into vacation mode with most electrical items shut
down in December, with the exception of the various security systems and one bedroom. A bed had
been left in the home for Steven Magee to spend the night there and to take daytime naps. Steven
Magee needs AC utility electricity at the home to power his “RX-Only” life support machine that he is
prescribed to use daily by his doctor. The billed electrical utility meter readings for the home were
completely normal for the connected electrical loads and the suspected TEP impostor had already been
informed of this fact. Steven Magee had already shown the suspected TEP impostor the largely empty
home through the front door.
Mr. Magee informed me the TEP worker, who was sitting the truck, later identified as Woodee Manuel,
had initially come to his door, and asked if he could look at Mr. Magee' electrical panel. He stated that
would not be any problem. The electrical panel was on the north side of the house, on the wall
for the garage on the street side, and was not behind sort of wall or gate.
The suspected impostor had already accessed the utility meter and inspected it on his own. It was when
he wanted to access the locked customer owned breaker panel that he has no legal right to access that
Steven Magee requested to see his customer service identification card. When he refused to show it, he
automatically became a suspected impostor and Steven Magee called 911 to report that a suspected
TEP impostor was at his property.
While Mr. Manuel was attempting to access the panel, Mr. Magee got upset and said he did not want
Mr. Manuel at the panel any further, Mr. Manuel needed to leave and make an appointment if he
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wanted to return, and he was considering Mr. Manuel a trespasser.
Steven Magee had told the Sheriff that a suspected TEP impostor that would not show a customer
service identification card was trespassed from his property. This is in line with what TEP advises the
public: “Scams targeting TEP customers generate hundreds of complaints...In a recent incident, two
men claiming to be TEP workers told a midtown resident they needed to get into the back yard.
While the victim took one of the men back, the other stole several items from the home...TEP
warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
The video is here:
Trespassing The Utility Company From Your Property
Mr. Magee told me he would allow a separate TEP employee to come look at the panel and meter, but
employee would have to make an appointment with him, as the meter and panel are on Mr. Magee's
property. He would consider anybody attempting to access it without his permission, or without making
an appointment, as trespassing. The person would have to identify themselves via their employment
badge.
I told the Sheriff that TEP could access the locked customer owned breaker panel as long as they
produced customer service identification cards to me. They could not access it as suspected TEP
impostors.
Mr. Magee stated Mr Manuel was refusing to identify himself to him, and he believed Mr. Manuel could
possibly be an imposter. He said Mr. Manuel was legally required to identify himself to him.
TEP states: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
After gathering this basic information, I went to speak with Mr. Manuel. As I did, Mr. Magee continued
to record my conversation with Mr. Manuel on his cell phone.
Mr. Manuel advised me he was dispatched to Mr. Magee's house in reference to a very low meter reads
for the last several months. In the last four months of meter reads, show only eight kilowatt hours of
actual power being used. This flagged in the TEP system, and he was dispatched to the house to make
sure the meter was not broken.
The last four months of TEP utility meter reads as billed to Steven Magee are as follows:
02/10/2016: 30 kilowatt hours
1/12/2016: 40 kilowatt hours
12/10/2015: 220 kilowatt hours
11/07/15: 790 kilowatt hours
Total kilowatt hours used over the last four months was 1,080 and not the 8 that was reported. Over the
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last several months, Steven Magee had a high electrical consumption that was consistent with him
owning an air conditioned home. The readings were consistent with the previous year. The account
was fully paid in accordance with TEP's requirements. Steven Magee has a decade of excellent
payment history with TEP.
The law states: “A person who knowingly makes a false or misleading material statement to a public
servant is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. ‘Material statement’ means a written or oral statement
reasonably likely to be relied upon by a public servant in the discharge of his or her official powers or
duties.” http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattle911/2009/10/28/whats-the-penalty-for-lying-to-a-police-officer/
Mr. Manuel showed me the paperwork showing the meter reads from the last several months. He was
dispatched to "check for dead/stop meter. " There was also a highlighted note on the paperwork
stating; "Threatening customer." It was referring to Mr. Magee and previous incidents which TEP has
had with him.
I have never threatened a TEP worker. TEP has engaged in previous incidents of fraudulent activity at
Steven Magee's home which were reported by Steven Magee to their government regulator, the Arizona
Corporation Comission (ACC) and to the Pima County Sheriff. One of these previous incidents was a
suspected TEP impostor. They seemed to ignore these reports, which has now emboldened TEP to take
their harassment of Steven Magee to the next level.
The TEP meter reading information that the Sheriff has reported is fraudulent. The TEP electrical
meter reads billed to Steven Magee for the last year were as follows:
02/10/2016: 30 kilowatt hours
1/12/2016:
40 kilowatt hours
12/09/2015: 220 kilowatt hours
11/06/2015: 790 kilowatt hours
10/08/2015: 1,090 kilowatt hours
09/09/2015: 1,420 kilowatt hours
08/10/2015: 1,480 kilowatt hours
07/10/2016: 1,610 kilowatt hours
06/10/2015: 830 kilowatt hours
05/11/2015: 590 kilowatt hours
04/10/2015: 460 kilowatt hours
03/12/2015: 290 kilowatt hours
All payments were in good standing.
The law states: “A person who knowingly makes a false or misleading material statement to a public
servant is guilty of a gross misdemeanor. ‘Material statement’ means a written or oral statement
reasonably likely to be relied upon by a public servant in the discharge of his or her official powers or
duties.” http://blog.seattlepi.com/seattle911/2009/10/28/whats-the-penalty-for-lying-to-a-police-officer/
Mr. Manuel stated his purpose there today was to see if the electricity was working on the property,
and if the meter was functioning properly. To be able to test the electricity on the property, he was
requesting access to Mr. Magee's side of the electrical panel, which was locked, so he could conduct a
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load test. Mr. Magee refused to unlock his side of the panel to allow for that load test.
I agreed to unlock my customer electrical panel for him, but later refused to allow him access when I
realized that he was a suspected TEP impostor. At that point I called 911 fearing for my health, safety
and reputation. TEP has an established history of fraudulent activity at my home that has been reported
to their government regulator and the Sheriff.
After Mr. Manuel spoke with his supervisor, and based on tho circumstances, the supervisor decided
Mr. Manuel should skip the load test, and replace the entire meter which is on TEP's side of the panel.
He stated the meter is TEP's property, and they normally have access to the meters on properties, 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Especially since this meter and panel were not inside of a locked or
gated yard.
Suspected TEP impostors are not allowed access to my property. I responded appropriately by calling
911 fearing for my health, safety and reputation. TEP states: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of
employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
Mr. Manuel had identified himself personally to me via his Arizona driver's license, as well as his TEP
employee badge which showed his picture and his employee ID number, 016601. I asked him about the
identification requirements they have for their employees to their customers. He replied he showed his
badge twice to Mr. Magee, but Mr. Magee was insistent on filming his badge which he is not required
to allow. He said their company policy is they provide the vehicle number to a customer, who can call
TEP and verify the truck is an actual TEP truck.
No TEP customer service identification card was shown to me at any time long enough to read it and
identify the person from their picture. Every time I requested to see it, it would be withdrawn. At no
point was I requested to view the identification badge off camera by the suspected impostor. When
asked why he would not show it to me, he stayed silent. This is clearly shown on the video. The
publicly stated TEP customer service policy is as follows:
“TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
Mr. Magee had already fi1med Mr. Manuel's truck, and provided the truck number to our dispatch. I
did not know if he attempted to contact TEP to verify Mr. Manuel was an actual technician with TEP.
I responded appropriately to the withholding of the customer service identification card by calling 911
fearing for my health, safety and reputation. The TEP company and their employees have an
established history of fraudulent activity at my home.
Mr. Manuel advised me his supervisor was on his way to the address to discuss the situation. I then
stepped away from him to speak with Mr. Magee.
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Mr. Magee had been standing just a few feet away from Mr. Manuel and I as we spoke. He heard our
conversation when I explained to him it did not seem unreasonable what Mr Manuel was requesting to
do, and it was not unreasonable they should have access to their own meter. He told me he was the
property owner and TEP and any of their employees would be considered trespassers on his property,
even though they were there to access their meter.
I never heard the entire conversation as I was distracted by operating a video camera in the public
street. The Sheriff makes an incorrect assumption in saying that I heard the conversation. It was
unreasonable for a suspected TEP impostor to access Steven Magee's private property. The suspected
impostor was trespassed from the property due to Steven Magee's ongoing concerns for his health,
safety and reputation. At this point Steven Magee is wondering why the suspected impostor has not
been told to leave the area, as he is still withholding his customer service identification card from the
customer.
I explained to Mr. Magee I would contact my supervisor and seek clarification.
I then spoke with Deputy M. P. Walsh #1448, the acting supervisor for San Xavier District, who
referred me to Mr. Sean Holguin, the department legal adviser.
I made telephonic contact with Mr. Holguin and explained the situation to him. He stated it is
reasonable TEP, or a water company or a gas company or a phone company, all being public utilities,
would have access to their own property and equipment, even though it would be on a customer's
equipment. He informed me that barring having to pass through any locked gates or fence or having to
jump a wa1l, their access should be free and unrestricted, and it would not be considered a trespass
situation.
It is not reasonable for a suspected TEP impostor to have access to Steven Magee's private property.
Steven Magee is currently fearful for his health, safety and reputation and that is why he called the
Sheriff to his home.
Mr. Holguin stated that if Mr. Magee then made things difficult for them to access their equipment, I
would have deal with possibly other statues regarding his behavior and actions if he were to prevent
anything from happening.
I then explained to Mr. Manuel and his supervisor, Ernesto Ortiz who had just arrived, with Mr. Magee
standing behind us recording us, of what Mr. Holguin had advised me. Mr Magee stated he was still
continue to consider any of the TEP workers as trespassers today, and they were welcome to come back
to his property at a future date, but they would need to make an appointment with him.
The Pima County Sheriff's Department conveniently omits to mention that the second TEP impostor
that arrived engages in a misdemeanor assault on Steven Magee shortly after arrival to Steven Magee's
home. Steven Magee was correct in his assessment that his health and safety were at risk and that the
attending Sheriff has now allowed him to be assaulted by a suspected impostor. The Pima County
Sheriff's Internal Affairs Department was supplied with a video recording the next day that clearly
showed the assault. That assault can be viewed here:
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Suspected TEP Electrical Utility Company Impostor Hits TEP Customer
Steven Magee's stance at this point is that aggressive suspected TEP impostors cannot have access to
his private property and he is wondering why they have not been sent away. This is in accordance with
TEP's publicly stated customer service policy: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or
contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
Genuine TEP workers had full access to their equipment by the simple action of producing customer
service identification cards. Two aggressive suspected impostors are currently at the property and are
refusing to produce their customer service identification cards to Steven Magee. One of them has
already engaged in a misdemeanor assault of Steven Magee.
I explained to Mr Magee that was not a requirement, and would not be necessary today. Mr. Ortiz then
said they were going to cut the power closer to the street at a junction box and deal with the issue of
the meter switch out at a later date, after Mr. Magee agrees to let them have access to the meter further
up on his property.
The electrical junction box that he is referring to is on Steven Magee's property and the aggressive
suspected TEP impostors that have been trespassed from property will have to venture onto Steven
Magee's property to perform the illegal forced electrical disconnection. The Sheriff and TEP are about
to break State of Arizona Administrative Code.
Mr. Magee then began to state repeatedly they would be considered trespassing, they had no right to do
so. They did not have his permission to cut his power to his residence, and he was in full payment of
any electricity used.
This is correct. TEP's publicly stated customer service policy: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of
employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
An additional TEP truck soon arrived. An electrical journeyman successfully disconnected power while
Mr. Magee filmed that as well. He repeatedly saying they were trespassing, they did not have his
permission to disconnect his power. He did not physically interfere with what they were doing.
The Sheriff fails to document who the third and fourth suspected TEP impostors are. Given that their
names are not known, there is no way of verifying who these suspected impostors are and if they have
criminal histories. They both withhold their customer service identification cards from Steven Magee.
They appear to break multiple Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) laws during the
forced disconnection of the live power under load at the junction box that can be seen here:
TEP Forced Disconnect On Fully Paid Customer
They continue on and illegally disconnect the home. This is legally called a “Termination Of Service
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Without Notice” in the State of Arizona, USA. The Sheriff and TEP have now disabled the majority of
Steven Magee's home security systems and the home is now vulnerable to a break in. The alarm
system will be non-functional in a few days as the back up battery goes flat. They may have
invalidated my home insurance policy by rendering the majority of my home security systems nonfunctional.
TEP's government regulator states Rule R14-2-211B of the Arizona Administrative Code: “In addition,
a utility company may disconnect service without notice for any of the following reasons:
• The existence of an obvious hazard to the safety or health of the consumer or the general
population.
• The utility has evidence of meter tampering or fraud.”
None of the conditions existed at Steven Magee's home and therefore State of Arizona Administrative
Code was broken by:
• Tucson Electric Power (TEP)
• Pima County Sheriff's Department
The only thing that State of Arizona Administrative Code possibly allowed them to do at this point was
to give Steven Magee notice of a future electrical disconnection. At that point they were required to
peacefully leave Steven Magee's property with the power on until the disconnection date arrived:
“Rule R14-2-211C of the Arizona Administrative Code states that after proper notice, the utility
company may disconnect your service if you are in violation of any of the utility's tariffs, or for reasons
such as:
• Failure to pay a delinquent bill
• Failure to meet or maintain your deposit.
• Failure to provide the utility company reasonable access to its equipment and property.
• Or when you break a written contract for service between you and the utility company.”
http://www.azcc.gov/divisions/utilities/electric/faqs.asp#m
TEP always had full access to their equipment by showing their customer service identification cards to
Steven Magee. At no point was a TEP employee that showed their customer service identification card
to the customer prevented from working on Steven Magee's property. As such, it appears that TEP
could not even use the State of Arizona Administrative Code to give notice to Steven Magee of a future
electrical disconnection. The suspected TEP impostors were treated at all times in accordance with
TEP's publicly stated policy: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
I provided Mr. Ortiz and Mr. Magee a business card with the case number, my name and my badge
number. I thanked Mr. Magee for his cooperation and civility in allowing them to disconnect his power.
I stated if he is still in disagreement as to the outcome, he would be able to make a formal complaint
with the TEP, or possibly seek some sort of a civil remedy. He replied he would report the
incident to the Arizona Corporation Commission.
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A complaint was filed against the Sheriff to Pima County Sheriff Internal Affairs. Complaints about
TEP were filed to:
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona Attorney General
Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC)
Better Business Bureau (BBB)
Tucson Electric Power (TEP)
Pima County Sheriff's Department

The forced disconnection of utility electricity to the home was illegal per the State Of Arizona
Administrative Code for the following reasons:
• Rule R14-2-211B: None of the State Of Arizona Administrative Code legal conditions existed
at the home for a legal forced disconnection of utility electricity without notice to occur.
• Rule R14-2-211B: The customer was not informed at the time of the disconnection without
notice what the State Of Arizona Administrative Code legal reason was for the forced electrical
utility disconnection.
• Rule R14-2-211B: The utility company declined to specify a State Of Arizona Administrative
Code legal reason for the forced disconnection of utility electricity without notice to the home
during the eleven nights that the home was disconnected.
• Rule R14-2-211A: They disconnected without notice the home of a person on a “RX-Only”
prescription life support machine that requires AC electricity.
• Rule R14-2-211A: They rendered the home uninhabitable for a person on a “RX-Only”
prescription life support machine that requires AC electricity.
• Rule R14-2-211D: No legally required written notice period had been given for the
unannounced electrical disconnection of the home of a customer on a “RX-Only” prescription
life support machine that requires AC electricity.
• Rule R14-2-211E: At least five days of written notice of electrical disconnection were not
provided to the customer who is on a “RX-Only” prescription life support machine that requires
AC electricity.
• Rule R14-2-208D: They refused to reconnect the utility electricity after four separate requests
by Steven Magee. He eventually had to place two 911 calls reporting ongoing harassment by
TEP to their customer to have them escorted to the home by the Sheriff where they were forced
to reconnect the home as a result of the 911 calls.
Reporting Harassment To 911 To Get Utility Electricity Reconnected
• They used suspected impostors to perform the disconnection without notice of utility electricity:
“TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
• The suspected impostors had been legally trespassed from the property by the customer and
they then trespassed onto the customer property to perform the illegal electrical utility
disconnection: “TEP warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
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•
•
•

•
•

•

Misdemeanor Assault: One of the suspected impostors had already hit the customer.
https://enlightenme.com/misdemeanor-assault/
The electricity bill for the home was paid in full per TEP's billing cycle.
No discussion had occurred with the customer as to what equipment, products, humans,
children, babies, animals and plants may be damaged by a prolonged power outage of eleven
nights.
No discussion had occurred with the customer about how a prolonged eleven night power
outage would affect his business that is registered at this address.
No discussion had occurred with the customer about how a prolonged eleven night power
outage would affect his “RX-Only” prescription life support machine that requires AC
electricity.
The customer had a decade of excellent payment history with the electrical utility.

The customer had called the Sheriff due to his fear of suspected TEP impostors that were known to
engage in illegal activities in Tucson and past fraudulent activities at the home of Steven Magee. The
customer was shocked when the Sheriff then facilitated the illegal disconnection of the fully paid home.
The Pima County Sheriff rather than protecting the customer who has multiple documented health
conditions and a toddler from four suspected impostors, actually engaged in illegal activities at the
customers home! The customer was correct in his assessment that he was at risk on multiple fronts and
needed to call 911 for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

He was assaulted by one of the suspected impostors.
The suspected impostors engaged in an illegal disconnection of a fully paid customers home
with completely normal electrical usage per State of Arizona Administrative Code.
The Pima County Sheriff facilitated the disconnection of the fully paid customers home. That is
to say that the Pima County Sheriff and TEP broke State of Arizona Administrative Code.
Trespassing occurred on the customers property by suspected impostors.
All of the above occurred in the street in full view of the customers neighbors.
They rendered the home useless to the customer for eleven nights.
Damaged occurred at the customers home from the eleven night power outage.

The assessed activities that the Pima County Sheriff and Tucson Electric Power engaged in at the
customer's home were:
1. Harassment: Intimidation and inducing fear into a customer that has multiple documented
health conditions by the withholding of customer service identification cards.
2. Misdemeanor Assault: The customer was hit.
3. Illegal disconnection of utility electricity per State of Arizona Administrative Code.
4. Shame: Illegal disconnection of the electricity occurred in full view of the customers neighbors
with a Pima County Sheriff present. Three utility trucks and one Sheriff's truck were at the
property which is in full view of many neighbors.
5. Extortion/Blackmail: Attempting to remove the customer's legal rights as a condition of
electrical utility re-connection and prolonging the power outage by doing so.
6. Daily Harassment: Willfully prolonging the power outage at the fully paid home causing
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hardship to the customer.
7. Daily Harassment: Electrical utility disconnection of the home of a customer who is on an “RXOnly” prescription life support machine that only functions on AC electricity.
8. Vandalism: Damage occurred at the customer home from the illegal prolonged power outage.
The video highlights of the entire event can be seen here:
Electrical Utility Company Harasses Electrical Fraud Researcher
Reporting Ongoing TEP Harassment to the Sheriff 29 February 2016
Reporting Harassment To 911 To Get Utility Electricity Reconnected
The TEP “dead/stop meter” was never replaced and is still there today. To date, no one has been
prosecuted for the TEP frauds and related abnormal TEP company utility activities occurring at Steven
Magee's home.
A detailed discussion of the known electrical frauds that utility companies engage in can be found here:
www.environmentalradiation.com
This is the end of the Sheriff's report and Steven Magee's responses to it. Supporting information is on
the following pages.
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Interesting Internet Quotes & Links
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

“ Disconnection Without Notice”
http://www.environmentalradiation.com/TEP_Disconnection_Without_Notice.jpg
“Termination Of Service Without Notice” http://www.environmentalradiation.com/TEP
%20Termination%20of%20Electrical%20Service%20Without%20Notice.pdf
Question: “When can a utility disconnect service?” Answer: “There are certain conditions under
which the utility can disconnect you. Rule R14-2-211C of the Arizona Administrative Code
states that after proper notice, the utility company may disconnect your service if you are in
violation of any of the utility's tariffs, or for reasons such as:
Failure to pay a delinquent bill
Failure to meet or maintain your deposit.
Failure to provide the utility company reasonable access to its equipment and property.
Or when you break a written contract for service between you and the utility company.
In addition, a utility company may disconnect service without notice for any of the following
reasons:
The existence of an obvious hazard to the safety or health of the consumer or the general
population.
The utility has evidence of meter tampering or fraud.”
http://www.azcc.gov/divisions/utilities/electric/faqs.asp#m
“Consumer Complaint Process” http://www.azcc.gov/Divisions/Utilities/cons/index.asp
"Article 2: Electrical Utilities - Know Your Legal Rights"
http://apps.azsos.gov/public_services/Title_14/14-02.pdf?d=424
“recording in public places such as streets or parks is allowed absent any consent”
http://www.rcfp.org/reporters-recording-guide/state-state-guide/arizona
“Tucson Electric Power Reviews” https://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Tucson-ElectricPower-Reviews-E19684.htm
“BBB Business Review” http://www.bbb.org/tucson/business-reviews/electriccompanies/unisource-energy-services-in-tucson-az-2182/complaints#breakdown
“Tucson Electric Power” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tucson_Electric_Power
“Tucson, Arizona” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tucson,_Arizona
“Scams targeting TEP customers generate hundreds of complaints...In a recent incident, two
men claiming to be TEP workers told a midtown resident they needed to get into the back yard.
While the victim took one of the men back, the other stole several items from the home...TEP
warns to always check the IDS of employees or contractors.”
http://www.fox10tv.com/story/27896572/scams-targeting-tep-customers-generate-hundreds-ofcomplaints
“What is Misdemeanor Assault?” https://enlightenme.com/misdemeanor-assault/
“Family of six died from carbon monoxide poisoning. A generator was found turned on inside
home.” http://www.tucsonnewsnow.com/clip/12231926/family-of-six-dies-from-carbonmonoxide
“Arizona Revised Statutes” http://www.azleg.state.az.us/ArizonaRevisedStatutes.asp
“The First Amendment (Amendment I) to the United States Constitution prohibits the making
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•

•
•
•

•
•

of any law respecting an establishment of religion, impeding the free exercise of religion,
abridging the freedom of speech, infringing on the freedom of the press, interfering with the
right to peaceably assemble or prohibiting the petitioning for a governmental redress of
grievances. It was adopted on December 15, 1791, as one of the ten amendments that constitute
the Bill of Rights.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Amendment_to_the_United_States_Constitution
“Harassment covers a wide range of behaviours of an offensive nature. It is commonly
understood as behaviour which disturbs or upsets, and it is characteristically repetitive. In the
legal sense, it is behaviour which appears to be disturbing or threatening.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harassment
“State Disconnection Policies” http://liheap.ncat.org/Disconnect/disconnect.htm
“Consumer protection laws and regulations on heating and utility disconnections.”
http://www.needhelppayingbills.com/html/utility_and_heating_disconnect.html
“It is illegal to disconnect water and electricity at week-ends”
http://www.modernghana.com/news/172765/1/it-is-illegal-to-disconnect-water-andelectricity-.html
“PSREC General Manager Loses It After Illegal Disconnect”
http://stopsmartmeters.org/2014/02/26/psrec-general-manager-loses-it-after-illegal-disconnect/
“Utility Company Harassment of Electromagnetic Radiation Researchers: Josh Hart - Plumas
Sierra Rural Electric Cooperative (PSREC)” http://stopsmartmeters.org/turn-on-the-electricitydrop-the-fees-psrec/

“The only 'War on Terror' that I have observed in the USA are dedicated citizens
exposing government and corporate corruption against the common people.”
Steven Magee - Author of Toxic Electricity
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